
  
  

Reflection Tips and Questions 
 

Since Summer Impact Cincinnati is pivoting this year to focus on Serving in Place, 
the following resource will help you reflect on your serving experience as an 
individual, family, and/or group. Our hope is that these reflection questions will 
help you grow in your understanding and love of God and neighbor.  Additionally, 
these questions will help you discern where God is leading you to serve in your 
community throughout the year.  
  

Tips for individual reflection: 
• Take time to answer these questions for yourself. Journaling is a great way 

to process and allows you to go back later to review what you’ve written 
and see how you’ve grown.  

• It might also be helpful for verbal processors to talk over these questions 
with a trusted friend.  

  

Tips for reflecting in groups (families, community groups, church groups): 
• Before you serve, schedule a time when you will gather (likely on Zoom or 

another platform) to share in conversation and reflection after you have 
served (preferably that evening or the next day). 

• People should take time to reflect on the questions individually, before 
discussing with the group. 

• Questions are grouped into categories. We recommend trying to discuss at 
least one question from each category.   

• There are a LOT of questions, and you do not need to discuss all of them 
with your group. You may choose to go over a few questions or encourage 
people to share some of the questions that really struck a chord with them.  

  
 
 
 



 
 

Reflection Questions 
 
About your experience: 

1. Find and read the mission for the organization you partnered with today. How did your time and service 
today help to support or further the organization’s mission? 

2. Before serving, what were some of your perceptions or beliefs about the population you were working 
with? How did your perceptions and beliefs change or be reinforced after your day serving?   

3. What similarities do you perceive between you and the people you are serving? 
4. What were your expectations before serving? How were they met or not met? 
5. What would you tell someone who is interested in serving with the organization you served with?  
6. What was your Instagram/Kodak moment of the day (a moment that you took a “mental picture” of that 

you want to remember and keep with you)?  
7.  How were you challenged today? 
8.  What cultural moment stuck out to you the most? 
9.  What was one humbling experience from today?  
10. What is one experience/thing you are most grateful for today? 

 
About social justice and social change: 

1. What is the identified problem/community need that you experienced today? How is the organization you 
partnered with addressing that need? 

2. What do you perceive as the underlying issue, and why does it exist? What social, economic, political and 
educational systems are maintaining and perpetuating it? 

3. How do your lifestyle choices affect this issue? Is there anything you are doing or not doing that 
perpetuates the situations? 

4. Discuss a social problem that you have come in contact with during your service work. What do you think 
are the root causes of the problem? Explain how your service may or may not contribute to its alleviation.  

5. What did I learn about justice, economics, poverty, and politics while serving? 
6. What would it take to positively impact the situation (from the level of individuals, communities, 

education and government)? 
7. What can you do with the knowledge you gained from the experience to promote change? 

 
Moving Forward: 

1. What is something you learned or a take away that you have from today? How can you apply this 
learning? 

2. What is one thing I want to remember from this experience? 
3.  Did you discover new potential in yourself today? If so, was it a surprise? How can you hone that new 

potential?  
4. If you could do the project again, what would you do differently? 
5. What stories can you share with others from what you experienced today? 
6. How can I continue to support and stay involved with the ongoing work of the local organization I served 

with? 

Faith: 
1. How did you experience God today? 
2.  How did God work above and beyond your expectations today? 
3. Did you learn something new about God or your neighbors? 
4. How has your experience helped you to build bridges (connect) with God and neighbor?  
5. What do I feel like God was communicating to or showing me during this time?  
6. What did I learn or experience that will change the way I live and represent Jesus? 
7. What have I learned about my own Christian calling? 


